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Disclaimer
Disclaimer: No part of this book may be used or reproduced in any manner whatsoever
without written permission except in the case of brief quotations utilized in articles and
reviews.
The programs and information expressed within this book are not medical advice, but
rather represent the author’s opinions and are solely for informational and educational
purposes.
The author is not responsible in any manner whatsoever for any injury or health
condition that may occur through following the techniques and opinions expressed
herein.
Sexual information is presented for informational purposes only and may not be
appropriate for all individuals. Consult with your partner before starting any of the
methods described in this book.
Important copyright and legal notice:
You do NOT have permission to copy, re-distribute, resell, auction, or otherwise give
away copies of this book , no matter what the format is, e-book or physical. International
copyright laws apply to ebooks as well.
If you attempt to do any of the above methods of distributing this ebook or physical
book, you are in violation of international copyright laws and are subject to fines and
imprisonment.
Copyright infringement is a serious crime with fines starting at $150,000 and up,
including potential imprisonment upon conviction.
I have embedded unique tracking codes in this book, designed to detect illegal
distribution and the download links. Do NOT risk getting yourself in legal trouble by
illegally distributing this ebook on file sharing networks and websites.
However, you DO have permission to print exactly 1 copy of this book for your own use,
or copy the pdf file to your own CD for a backup use.
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Introduction
Hey there.
Welcome to one of your bonus guides you received with the purchase.
This one is all about using your phone to talk dirty to your man via texts.
I suggest you read this entire guide, then pick one or two texts you find most interesting
and try them out - tonight.
Then keep reading and slowly add more and more texts to your repertoire.
Just don’t make the mistake of making your every text sex related.
That will quickly burn him out and will lose its effectiveness.
You want to send him sexts when he’s least expecting them - so change the texts, the
time and days when you send them, even the locations he’s in when he’s getting those
text messages.
Although try to avoid sending those naughty messages when he’s in an important
meeting or has something major happening that day - you don’t want him distracted in
those situations.
If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to send me an email - I can’t promise I’ll
answer, but I’ll do my best.
Best of luck,
Mike
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Why Sexting?
You might be wondering why should you use sexting, or if sexting is really such a big
deal for men.
I’m glad you asked.
And to answer your question - yes, sexting is absolutely important to men.
You see, while talking dirty in the bedroom is amazing, and will improve your
relationship and sex life tenfold, after you’re done and he’s left the bedroom his memory
of the experience will start to fade.
Not to mention the fact that he’s so busy with work that he might even forget about you
until he comes home - tired and only in the mood to watch TV.
That’s where sexting comes in the play.
By talking dirty via text messages you’re not only extending the dirty talk outside of the
bedroom into your everyday life, you’re also constantly focusing his mind on you. (and
only you)
Just imagine: Not only will he be thinking about you the entire day, he’s also going to
rush home to grab you and ravish you.
Sounds appealing, right?
And best of all, it’s totally possible.
Keep reading and you’ll find out how to control his mind with just a few simple text
messages.
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The Magic Formula For Texting
Now, there is a right way and the wrong way for sexting.
The wrong way is by sending pornstar-style messages right out of the blue and being
completely direct and in-his-face.
There is a correct formula you should follow when it comes to all dirty talk - but
especially sexting.
I’ve mentioned it in the main guide, but I’ll repeat it here:
Anticipation + Tension = Success

It means that you should keep him on the edge of his seat - both literally and figuratively
- so that the only way he can release his built sexual energy is in bed with you.
You want to make him horny and ignite his desire...but because he’s not there with you,
he can’t do anything about it.
The only way he can relieve himself of all this delicious sexual tension is to rush home
and do it with you.
Be sure to read the main guide to fully understand the psychology behind the male
desire and how to ignite that desire and focus it on you.
A useful thing to keep in mind is that men are obsessed with sex - the only time we’re
not thinking about it, we’re having it.
Just kidding...but not by much. :)
What that means for you is that it doesn’t take a lot to get him in the right state of mind
(the horny state of mind) and then he’ll be putty in your hands.
With that said, let’s move onto the practical examples of dirty talking text messages you
can use immediately.
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Examples
Now, some of these examples are one-liners you can send with one push of the button.
Others are elaborate stories that will involve both him and you and can take hours.
However, most of these messages are in-between.
Let’s dive in, shall we?

One Liners
Still feeling sore after last night.
I can’t wait until I wrap my lips around your cock tonight.
I can’t believe I’m texting you this, but...I can’t wait to have your cock deep inside my
mouth tonight. Hurry home.
I can’t wait to feel you deep inside of me tonight.
I’m so wet right now just thinking about the last time we had sex.
I want you right this second.
I woke up wet this morning from a dream I had about you.
I’ve just finished playing with myself...I was thinking of you ;)
Do you want to see my wild side tonight?
Tell me...are you as horny as I am right now?
Will you tie me up next time?
What do you want me to wear tonight?
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Do you like it when I lose control and scream your name?

Slightly Longer Conversations
You: Guess what I’m thinking about?
Him: What?
You: Your cock...deep inside my mouth. I can’t wait to swallow it all tonight.
You: Do you like it when I swallow?
Him: Yes/Of course
You: Well...what else would you like me to do?
(after he describes what he wants, you should then go and describe that story in vivid
detail. For example, if he wants you to give him a blowjob, you should describe how you
would do that - with plenty of mental images)
You: Babe I’m so sorry, I broke a plate/some other minor thing you did wrong
Him: It’s ok babe, no big deal
You: Shouldn’t I be...punished? ;)
You: I have a surprise for you tonight
Him: What surprise?
You: I’m not telling...but think naughty ;)
You: What would you do to me if we were alone right now?
Him: Starts writing something
You: Continue and build up on what he said
(in this scenario, you’re writing one message, then he’s writing the other. You’re building
and expanding on each other fantasies)
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What If He Doesn’t Answer Right Away?
Don’t panic.
Chances are he simply didn’t see your message - or he’s unable to answer for some
reason.
Too many women worry that they messed up somehow, and he’s now angry or
something.
That’s almost never the case. (Especially if you use the texts provided in this guide)
I’ll be honest: Most men will appreciate the effort you’re putting in into learning how to
talk dirty and, even if you mess up slightly, they’ll be willing to cut you a lot of slack.
After all, you’re probably the only woman he’s been in the relationship with that is willing
to improve her sex skills - you’re like a unicorn.
So don’t worry if he doesn’t answer - just casually ask him why he didn’t answer when
you see him in person the next time. But be cool about it - the last thing you want him to
think is that you’ve been obsessing over that the last couple of hours - or even days.
In any case, if you’re really worried, do this:
Send first a simple, non-sexual message like “Hey” or “You there?” or anything like that.
After he answers that text, send the dirty talking one.
That way you know he’s seen your message and will respond. And if he doesn’t
respond to the regular text, you know he’s busy so you can relax and avoid freaking out.
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Conclusion
So there you have it.
Here’s all you need to know to talk dirty to your man via texts.
Now, the messages I’ve provided eventually won’t be enough, and you’ll need to create your
own.
That’s a good thing because you want to flex your creative muscles and make your dirty lines
your own - give them a flair of your unique personality.
But I still think that you should use the examples provided here when you’re starting out.
After you’ve used them all and are comfortable creating your own - go for it.
Just keep the principles behind male psychology in mind and you’ll be fine.
And of course, if you create a super juicy line, send me an email...I’m always collecting lines I
can share with my students ;)
Best of luck,
Mike
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